Zigzag-Division Multiple
Access for Wireless Networks
With Long and Heterogeneous
Delays

A new random channel access framework, named as zigzagdivision multiple access (ZDMA), is proposed for wireless networks
with long and heterogeneous propagation delays to achieve system
throughput significantly larger than 1. The key idea is to allow simultaneous transmissions at the transmitters and employ zigzag decoding
at the receiver. After studying the zigzag decoding, we present three
new random access protocols. Extensive numerical studies show that
incorporating ZDMA in existing slotted Aloha and tree splitting protocols can significantly increase system throughput. The third protocol
of greedy scheduling with ZDMA achieves the highest throughput
performance.
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A distributed multiple-access channel (MAC) regulates
how multiple transmitters send messages to a common receiver through a wireless channel without a centralized
coordinator. It is of great importance due to its wide applications, including wireless local area networks, satellite
communications, air-to-ground (A2G) networks, personal
area networks, sensor networks, underwater sensor networks, and device-to-device communications. Due to the
distributed nature and the burstiness of data traffic, MAC
protocols are commonly used [1]. Classical examples include Aloha [2]–[6], tree splitting (TS) [7], [8], and carrier
sense multiple access (CSMA) [9], [10]. In the protocols,
concurrent transmissions lead to collisions and should be
avoided, and successful delivery of a packet requires orthogonal transmissions among competing transmitters. As
a result, the achievable system throughput is not larger than
1. The system throughput is defined as the total number
of packets successfully delivered in parallel over a channel
within one packet transmission, referred to as throughput
in this paper for simplicity.
MAC scenarios in certain air communication scenarios (including satellite communication, earth-to-space communication, and aircraft-to-ground communication [11])
and underwater acoustic sensor networks have new challenges [12], because: 1) the propagation delay can be significant, even much longer than the transmission delay; and
2) the propagation delay is heterogeneous and time varying [13]–[15]. As a result, existing MAC solutions may not
be feasible [16]–[18]. To increase throughput of underwater
acoustic communication systems, collision avoidance has
been carefully studied for protocols based on Aloha [17]
and CSMA [18]. For air communication scenarios, demand
assignment multiple access [19] is proposed, which is reservation based and achieves good performance for transmission of medium to large volume of data.
In this paper, we focus on communication systems with
long and heterogeneous propagation delays and propose a
scheme that achieves throughput significantly larger than
1 for a system whose common receiver is deployed with
multiple uncollocated receive units (RUs). The RU refers
to antenna in radio communication or hydrophone [20]
in underwater acoustic communication. Our solution utilizes “collisions” by letting multiple transmitters transmit
simultaneously. When the propagation delays from different transmitters to different RUs are distinct and large
as compared with the symbol duration, packets from the
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transmitters may superimpose at each RU with distinct
symbol alignments. Due to the different symbol alignments
of superimposed packets at different RUs, zigzag decoding [21] can be applied to the multiple signals received
by the RUs to decode the packets transmitted by different transmitters. Since multiple transmitters send packets
simultaneously and the receiver may employ zigzag decoding to accomplish the decoding process, the achieved
throughput may potentially be increased to a value close to
min{M, K}, where M and K are the numbers of RUs and
transmitters, respectively. Note that another advantage of
zigzag decoding is its low decoding complexity [22], [23].
Therefore, high throughput and low decoding complexity
makes it a promising option.
There exist several studies that target at solving packet
transmission collision problems. First, some studies utilize
the zigzag decoding technique [16], [21], [24], [25]. The
work in [21] and [24] studies the case of two superimposed
packets. The work in [16] investigates six special resolvable
collision cases for three superimposed packets. The work
in [25] considers chip-level misalignment and oversampling
within a chip, where the sampling rate is much higher than
information bit rate. Second, there are other studies that
do not fall within the zigzag decoding framework [26],
[27]. For an underwater acoustic MAC, the work in [26]
performs matched-filter-based detection that recovers all
transmitters’ message simultaneously based on a two-stage
approach. The work in [27] adopts interference alignment to
improve the performance, and the transmitter is assumed to
know the channel state information (CSI) so as to compute
the precoding matrix. In summary, for a general number of
superimposed packets, investigation on zigzag decoding is
needed.
Our new contributions are as follows: For a MAC system that consists of a number of transmitters, we propose
a new framework, named as zigzag-division multiple access (ZDMA), which can achieve throughput larger than
1. Within the ZDMA framework, we propose a checking criterion for zigzag decodable (ZD). By integrating
ZDMA into two existing prevalent MAC protocols, including slotted Aloha (SA) and TS, we enhance the throughput significantly. In addition, we propose greedy scheduling with ZDMA (GS-ZDMA) that achieves the highest
throughput performance, which incorporates a novel retransmission method. The upper bound of the achieved
throughput is close to the number of transmitters or the
number of RUs, whichever is smaller, a significant increase from that of existing methods, which is normally less
than 1.
The organization of this paper is as follows. The system
model and preliminary on zigzag decoding are described
in Section II. The proposed checking criterion for ZD is
provided in Section III. New MAC protocols for noiseless
setting are discussed in Section IV, and extension to noisy
setting is presented in Section V. Numerical studies are
shown in Section VI. Finally, conclusions are drawn and
future works are suggested in Section VII.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PRELIMINARIES ON ZIGZAG
DECODING

In Section II-A, we justify the assumption of long and
heterogeneous propagation delays. In Section II-B, we formulate the channel model. In Section II-C, we describe
preliminaries on zigzag decoding.
A. Long and Heterogeneous Propagation Delays

In A2G [11] networks, consider the case where there are
multiple aircraft who want to communicate with a single
ground station (receiver) via multiple geographically separated receive antennas (RUs). The RUs and the receiver are
connected by high-speed links like optical fibers.
Normal flight altitude for aircraft in commercial airlines is around 10 km. The used communication frequency
in A2G is similar to that used in WiFi systems, for example, around 2.4 GHz. The rule for safe separation distance
between two aircraft is more than 100 km (two aircraft
heading toward each other have a horizontal relative speed
of 30 km/min. Shortest time for operation to avoid conflict
is 3 min. Therefore, the minimum separation distance is
90 km).
1) Long Propagation Delay: We use an example to
justify long propagation delay.
EXAMPLE 1 Consider a scenario where a pair of aircraft communicate to one common RU. Suppose one aircraft’s projection on the ground is exactly the common
RU, and the other aircraft’s projection on the ground
is 100 km away from this common RU. In this case,
the
√ relative propagation delay between these two links is
( 102 + 1002 km − 10 km)/(3 × 108 m/s) ≈ 302 μs. In
WiFi systems, symbol duration is normally 4 μs. The above
relative propagation delay is 302/4 ≈ 75 symbol durations,
which is relatively long [11].
2) Heterogeneous Propagation Delays: Though aircraft need to be separated by at least 100 km, the distance between a pair of RUs does not need to be so long.
The following example shows that 5-km separation between two RUs is able to ensure heterogeneous propagation
delays.
EXAMPLE 2 Refer to Fig. 1. For the sake of easy calculation, we may deploy six RUs, denoted by RU1 –RU6 , at the
six vertices of a regular hexagon whose length of a side is
5 km. Let O denote the center of this hexagon. Suppose
A1 –A6 denote six aircraft, and they locate at the six vertices of a regular hexagon whose length of a side is 100 km
with the center located at O. By following the calculation
method illustrated by Example 1, and by selecting the minimum propagation delay among the six links as reference,
we can obtain the relative propagation delays at RU1 as
(0, 2, 6, 8, 6, 2) symbols, with the ith component denoting
the relative propagation delays from Ai . The corresponding
vector associated with the other RUs can be obtained in a
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Fig. 1. Illustrative example of an A2G network.

Fig. 3. Illustrative example of zigzag decoding for K = M = 3. (a) At
RU1 . (b) At RU2 . (c) At RU3 .

Fig. 2. System model of K transmitters and a common receiver with
M RUs.

similar manner. For example, (2, 0, 2, 6, 8, 6) denotes that
at RU2 .
REMARK Note that the deployment of RUs can be arbitrary.
The location of aircraft is also arbitrary. The above example
is just for the sake of illustration.
B. Channel Model

Consider a single-channel wireless multiple-access system with long and heterogeneous propagation delays, as
shown in Fig. 2. There are K transmitters and one common
receiver. Each transmitter has a single transmit unit (TU),
where TU refers to an antenna in radio communication or a
transducer [20] in underwater acoustic communication. The
set of transmitter indices are denoted by K  {1, 2, . . . , K}.
The receiver has M RUs, which are geographically separated and are denoted by M  {1, 2, . . . , M}. Let hm,k be
the channel gain from transmitter k to RU m. Time is divided
into fixed-length slots. Because of the increased degree of
freedom offered by multiple RUs, potentially more than one
2824

transmitter can share one time slot. Our objective is to design a MAC scheme, which yields high system throughput.
In general, the delivered files by distinct transmitters
may have distinct lengths. Each transmitter partitions its
file into packets of L bits (if the obtained packet has length
less than L, then patch 0 on the right), which is the smallest
unit that the transmitter sends at a time. At a particular
time slot, suppose all the K transmitters have packets in
their buffers waiting for transmission. Each of them then
transmits a packet of L symbols to the receiver, where
a symbol is obtained by modulating one bit with binary
phase-shift keying. For k ∈ K and m ∈ M, let τm,k denote
the propagation delay normalized to the bit interval from
transmitter k to RU m. Assume that τm,k is an integer in the
interval [0, τmax ]. Let T be the M × K delay matrix, whose
(m, k)th entry is τm,k .
Consider the transmission of one packet. The channel time for each transmitter is divided into time slots of
length L + τmax bits. The packet of L bits to be transmitted by transmitter k is modulated at baseband into x k 
(xk [1], xk [2], . . . , xk [L]) ∈ {−1, 1}L before transmission.
The signal received by RU m is denoted by ym 
(ym [1], ym [2], . . . , ym [L + τmax ]), where

ym [t] =
hm,k xk [t − τm,k ] + wm [t],
k∈K

t = 1, 2, . . . , L + τmax

(1)

with wm [t] being the additive white Gaussian noise at RU m
and time t. Note that xk [t]  0 for t < 1 or t > L. One vivid
example for the received signals, ym s, is shown in Fig. 3,
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Fig. 4. Packet structure.
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The structure of each L-bit packet is shown in Fig. 4.
Among the L bits, some are redundant bits for error checking. For example, cyclic redundancy check (CRC) is considered here. We assume that packet errors can always be detected. Under a packet error, the whole packet is discarded.
Furthermore, we assume that CSI at receiver (CSIR) holds,
that is, the receiver knows the channel gain and propagation delay from every transmitter. This information can be
measured by the receiver if a signature sequence of low
autocorrelation is assigned to each transmitter and put in
the header of the packet transmitted by that transmitter.
When multiple transmitters transmit in the same time slot,
the receiver can measure the CSI for different transmitters,
provided that the signature sequences assigned to different
transmitters have low cross correlation [28].
C. Preliminaries on Zigzag Decoding

For simplicity, consider the example as shown in Fig. 3,
where the propagation delays and the channel gains of the
transmitted packets are shown graphically. The three blocks
of packet superpositions from top to bottom correspond to
y1 , y2 , and y3 , respectively. From the first block, x1 [1] can
be decoded by comparing y1 [1] with the zero threshold. If
y1 [1] is positive, then x1 [1] is decoded as x̂1 [1] = +1; otherwise, it is decoded as x̂1 [1] = −1. After that, the decoded
output, x̂1 [1], can be subtracted from y2 [4] and from y3 [7]
by proper scaling according to the channel gains. This operation, in fact, is interference cancellation in symbol level.
Next, we repeat the whole procedure. This time, we decode
the first four bits of x 3 from y2 and then subtract the decoded output, after proper scaling, from y1 and y3 . This
decoding process continues until all information bits are
recovered.
III. CHECKING CRITERION OF ZD

Given a delay matrix, T , it is possible to check whether
the transmissions of the K packets are ZD. If so, we say
that the transmitters form a ZD group and T is a ZD matrix.
In the following, we propose a checking criterion to check
whether T is a ZD matrix.
The checking procedure mimics the zigzag decoding
algorithm. For each row i of T , we find the smallest and the
second smallest elements, and let δ ≥ 0 be the difference
between them. Furthermore, let j ∗ be the index of the column corresponding to that smallest element. If δ > 0, the
zigzag decoding algorithm can decode δ bits from the received signal of RU i. To cancel them out from the received

Algorithm 1: Checking Zigzag Decodability.
Input: An M × K nonnegative integer array T
Output: A Boolean variable, for ZD indication
1: J0 := {1, 2, . . . , K};
2: repeat
3: for i := 1 to M do
4:
J := arg minj T [i][j ];
5:
if |J | = 1 then
6:
J0 := J0 \ J ;
7:
Let j ∗ be the only element in J ;
8:
δ := minj =j ∗ T [i][j ] − T [i][j ∗ ];
9:
for u := 1 to M do
10:
T [u][j ∗ ] := T [u][j ∗ ] + δ;
11:
end for
12:
break;
13:
end if
14: end for
15: until J0 = ∅ or |J | > 1;
16: if J0 = ∅ then
17: isZigzagDecodable := TRUE;
18: else
19: isZigzagDecodable := FALSE;
20: end if
signals of all RUs, we can add δ from all entries in the j ∗ th
column of T . The procedure repeats until all columns have
been updated or all rows have δ = 0. The former condition means that at least one bit from each of the K packets
has been recovered. This implies that zigzag decoding can
proceed and recover all bits from the K packets. The latter condition means that zigzag decoding halts abnormally,
which implies that the K packets are not ZD. Details of the
checking procedure are presented in Algorithm 1.
EXAMPLE 3 Consider the example in Fig. 3. The delay
matrix is given by (2). Using this as the input to Algorithm 1,
we obtain the following change in T :
⎡
⎤
⎡
⎤
⎡
⎤
1 1 3
1 1 7
1 6 7
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⇒ ⎣ 4 6 0 ⎦ ⇒ ⎣ 4 6 4 ⎦ ⇒ ⎣ 4 11 4 ⎦ .
7

0

1

7

0

5

7

5

5

Note that in the first step, the first entry in the first row is
selected, and then, each entry in the first column is added
by 1. In the second step, the third entry in the second row is
selected, and then, each entry in the third column is added
by 4. In the third step, the second entry in the third row is
selected, and then, each entry in the second column is added
by 5. Since all the three columns have been updated, the
algorithm halts and finds that the three transmitters form a
ZD group.
Now, we analyze the time complexity of Algorithm 1.
The most challenging part is to determine how many times
the repeat loop would execute. Note that after executing the
repeat loop once, either the entries of a column are increased
by δ or the repeat loop is quitted. Since each component
of T is bounded from above by τmax , it is impossible to
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execute the repeat loop more than τmax times. With two for
loops, the time complexity is O(M 2 τmax ). Note that this
checking method only manipulates matrix T ; it does not
need to decode any information bit.
IV. PROTOCOL DESIGN
A. Trivial Retransmission Does Not Work

Suppose K transmitters transmit in a particular time
slot, and denote the set of their indices by K. If K is not a ZD
group, then a transmission collision occurs. Note that this
definition of collision is within the framework of ZDMA.
In the traditional MAC framework, collision is defined as
two or more transmitters transmit simultaneously. After a
collision, if the transmitters involved in the collision were
simply to retransmit in the next slot, each of which introduces a short random time offset in its packet transmission,
then another collision would occur because they would still
be a non-ZD group.
EXAMPLE 4 Consider a system in which K = M = 2, and
T1 =

1

2

3

4

.

Fact 2 − 1 = 4 − 3 means the superposition at the two RUs
is actually the same. Therefore, T 1 is not ZD.
Assume that transmitters 1 and 2 wait for a duration of
d1 and d2 symbol intervals, respectively, to retransmit. The
new delay matrix becomes
T2 =

1 + d1

2 + d2

3 + d1

4 + d2

.

Since (2 + d2 ) − (1 + d1 ) = (4 + d2 ) − (3 + d1 ), T 2 is still
not ZD.
The following result shows that it is true for arbitrary
M, K, and T :
PROPOSITION 1 Let T be an M × K delay matrix, and T
be constructed from T by adding an integer di to each
component of the ith column of T , for all i ∈ K. The matrix
T is a ZD matrix if and only if T is a ZD matrix.
PROOF Let the (m, k)th entry of T be τm,k , and let T j be
constructed from T by adding an arbitrary integer dj to
each component of the j th column of T . We claim that T
is a ZD matrix if and only if T j is a ZD matrix, where j is
an arbitrary integer in K.
First, consider dj > 0. Consider a system whose delay
matrix is T j . At the receiver, we construct a vector of dj
dummy binary variables of values either +1 or −1. Define
x  (x [1], x [2], . . . , x [dj ]). For all m ∈ M, let
ym [t] = ym [t] + hm,j x [t − τm,j ].

(3)

In essence, this operation appends dj dummy bits in front
of the packet transmitted by transmitter j . The resultant
system is the same as another system whose delay matrix is
T with the only difference that the dj dummy bits are known
by the receiver. The receiver can apply zigzag decoding to
2826

this new system without using the knowledge of the dj
dummy bits. Since T is a ZD matrix, all the bits from
all transmitters can be decoded successfully. It means that
the zigzag decoding algorithm can always proceed without
early halting. When the algorithm is executed in the new
system, it can proceed in exactly the same way, except that
the steps in reading those dummy bits will be skipped. As
a result, T j is also a ZD matrix.
Next, consider dj < 0. Construct a matrix T by adding
−dj > 0 to all components of T except the j th column
of T . Since T is a ZD matrix, by repeatedly applying the
result in the previous paragraph K − 1 times, we conclude
that T is also a ZD matrix. Since the difference between
T and T j is the matrix with all entries equal to dj , these
two systems are essentially the same, except that an extra
constant delay is added to every transmitter–RU pair of the
other system. Therefore, T j is also a ZD matrix.
Combining the results in the preceding two paragraphs,
the forward part of the claim is proved. The reverse part
is also proved by the same argument, noting that T can be
obtained from T j by subtracting dj from each component
of the j th column of T j . Finally, the statement is proved
by repeatedly applying the claim to each column of T . 
Since retransmission is not trivial, we propose three
new MAC protocols. In the first two protocols, we integrate
ZDMA with SA and TS, referred to as SA with ZDMA (SAZDMA) and TS with ZDMA (TS-ZDMA) respectively, to
improve throughput. In the third protocol, we use a greedy
algorithm to perform scheduling after a collision occurs,
referred to as GS-ZDMA.
In a random access system, throughput is typically limited by “collisions” rather than noise [4]. For this reason,
we present the protocols in the absence of noise, where
packet errors occur only due to transmission collisions that
cannot be resolved. The noisy version is considered in the
next section.
B. SA With ZDMA

This protocol works in the same way as the classical
SA, except that the concept of collision is redefined. At
each time slot, each transmitter independently transmits its
packet with probability p. Suppose K transmitters transmit
in a particular time slot, and denote the set of their indices
by K. That time slot is said to have a collision when K is
not a ZD group.
At the receiver, after Algorithm 1 is performed on K,
the following cases may occur.
1) If K is a ZD group, then zigzag decoding is performed
and an acknowledgment (ACK) message is sent to every
transmitter in K;
2) Otherwise, it is regarded as a collision and an NAK is
sent to every transmitter in K.
Complexity: Since the above process involves checking whether K is a ZD group, and if positive zigzag decoding is needed, the induced additional complexity is
O(K 2 τmax ) + O(K 2 L) when compared to SA, where the
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first term characterizes checking ZD group and the second
term characterizes the zigzag decoding process [22].
C. TS With ZDMA

In this protocol, transmissions are divided into two
phases, namely, the contention phase and the collision resolution phase. In the contention phase, suppose all the K
transmitters in K transmit in a particular time slot. We distinguish the following cases.
1) If K is a ZD group, zigzag decoding is performed, and
an ACK is sent to every transmitter in K. The system
remains in the contention phase.
2) Otherwise, the system enters the collision resolution
phase.
Collision resolution is done as follows: Those transmitters involved in a collision split into two subsets by each
flipping an unbiased coin. The two subsets are called left
subset and right subset, denoted by SL and SR , respectively.
Transmitters in SL transmit in the next time slot, while transmitters in SR wait until the transmitters in SL finish their
transmissions. For the transmissions of transmitters in SL ,
we distinguish the following cases.
1) If SL is a ZD group, zigzag decoding is performed, and
an ACK is sent to every transmitter in SL . The transmission of transmitters in SL finishes, and transmitters in
SR transmit in the next slot.
2) Otherwise, SL splits into two subsets and repeats the
procedure.
It can be seen that collision resolution is performed in a
recursive manner, and signals encountering a collision are
discarded. The transmissions of transmitters in SR will be
dealt with in the same way as the ones in SL .
Complexity: During the above recursive procedure, the
complexity for each time of group checking and the corresponding zigzag decoding is the same as that of SA-ZDMA.
D. Greedy Scheduling With ZDMA

In this protocol, the system operates in two phases: the
contention phase and the collision resolution phase. Operation in the contention phase is exactly the same as that for
TS-ZDMA. It remains to describe how the system operates
in the collision resolution phase. First, we assume that the
receiver will broadcast a signal to inform all transmitters
that a collision has occurred. In contrast to TS-ZDMA, the
signals received in a collision slot will not be discarded.
Transmitters other than those involved in the collisions will
keep quiet and wait until the system enters the contention
phase again.
The basic idea to resolve the collision is to partition K
into ZD subsets, each of which transmits in one time slot.
It is clear that the smaller the number of subsets in the partition, the higher the throughput. Therefore, our objective
is to partition K into the smallest number of ZD groups.
Note that this problem is a special case of the minimum
(vertex) clique cover problem, if a transmitter is identified

Algorithm 2: Finding a Maximal ZD Group.
Input: A group of transmitters, K.
Output: A group of transmitters, G , which is a subset
of K.
1: G := ∅;
2: for each i ∈ K do
3: if G ∪ {i} is ZD then
4:
G := G ∪ {i};
5: end if
6: end for

as a vertex and a ZD group is identified as a clique. Since
the minimum (vertex) clique cover problem is NP-hard, we
use a greedy approach to find a solution.
Now, we present a greedy algorithm for collision resolution. The idea is to find maximal ZD group sequentially
until every transmitter belongs to one maximal ZD group.
In the first step, we find a maximal ZD group consisting
of transmitter 1 using Algorithm 2. Denote this group of
transmitters by R1 . Then, for i = 2, 3, . . ., we execute Algorithm 2 again using K \(R1 ∪ R2 ∪ · · · ∪ Ri−1 ) as the
input to find a maximal group, denoted by Ri . We repeat
this for loop until no more transmitters remain unassigned.
Since Algorithm 2 needs to check zigzag decodability
O(K) times, the overall time complexity is O(KM 2 τmax ).
EXAMPLE 5 Refer to the following matrix T 1 shown in (4).
It can be directly observed that the first three columns are
identical, and the fourth and fifth columns are identical. Two
identical columns indicate that two users’ signals superimpose at the antennas with identical symbol alignments. In
this case, zigzag decoding cannot be performed. Therefore,
identical columns cannot be in the same ZD group. Due to
the fact that the first three columns are identical, the minimum number of ZD groups should be no less than three.
Consider the greedy algorithm on T 1 . After the running
of Algorithm 2, the obtained ZD group is {1, 4, 6} and the
delay matrix becomes T 2 whose columns are associated
with user 2, user 3, and user 5. The second running of
Algorithm 2 on T 2 finds ZD group {2, 5} and makes the
delay matrix become T 3 whose columns are associated with
user 3. The third running of Algorithm 2 on T 3 finds ZD
group {3}. In summary, we obtain three ZD groups, which is
exactly the minimum number of ZD groups we can obtain
as analyzed in the previous paragraph. Therefore, in this
particular case, our greedy algorithm is optimal
⎤
⎤
⎡
⎡
⎡ ⎤
0 0 0 2 2 1
0 0 2
0
⎢6 6 6 1 1 0⎥
⎢6 6 1⎥
⎢6⎥
⎥
⎥
⎢
⎢
⎢ ⎥
⎥
⎥
⎢
⎢
⎢ ⎥
⎢5 5 5 0 0 6⎥
⎢5 5 0⎥
⎢5⎥
⎥
⎥
⎢
⎢
⎢ ⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎢
⎢
T1 =⎢ 4 4 4 6 6 5 ⎥ , T2 =⎢ 4 4 6 ⎥ , T3 =⎢
⎢ 4 ⎥.
⎢3 3 3 5 5 4⎥
⎢3 3 5⎥
⎢3⎥
⎥
⎥
⎢
⎢
⎢ ⎥
⎥
⎥
⎢
⎢
⎢ ⎥
⎣2 2 2 4 4 3⎦
⎣2 2 4⎦
⎣2⎦
1 1 1 3 3 2

1 1 3

1
(4)
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After partitioning K into α disjoint ZD groups, the receiver then informs transmitters in Ri to transmit in the
(i − 1)th slot after the collision slot, for i = 2, . . . , α. Since
these α − 1 groups of transmitters are all ZD groups, their
messages can be decoded by zigzag decoding. After successful decoding, their signals can be subtracted from the
original signals received in the collision slot. After the subtraction, only the signals from the transmitters in R1 remain.
Zigzag decoding can then be performed to decode the messages from the transmitters in R1 . Note that the messages
sent by the transmitters in K are delivered using α time slots
altogether (including the collision slot).
Complexity: Since the decoding complexity of each
group is O(K 2 L), the decoding complexity of the α disjoint
ZD groups is O(αK 2 L). Therefore, the total complexity at
the receiver is O(KM 2 τmax + αK 2 L), which is reasonably,
since K and M are typically not very large.
V. EXTENSION TO THE NOISY CASE

In this section, we consider the general case where the
noise is nonnegligible. Since GS-ZDMA is expected to
outperform the other two schemes, we only consider GSZDMA in this section. Afterwards, we present an improved
version of zigzag decoding, which performs maximal-ratio
combining (MRC).

a particular time slot. The corresponding delay matrix of
these K transmitters is T .
1) Basic Zigzag Decoding: In the first method, we
simply apply the basic idea of zigzag decoding. Since the
transmitters form a ZD group, there is at least one K × K
submatrix of T , which is ZD. Let the row indices of this submatrix be M . Decoding is performed by applying zigzag
decoding to the K signals received by the RUs indexed by
M . The signals received by the other RUs are simply ignored. This scheme is suboptimal except when the noise
power is negligibly small.
2) Zigzag Decoding With MRC: To improve the performance, we consider another method with zigzag decoding, which makes use of the signals received by all M RUs.
At each iteration of the algorithm, an “exposed” symbol,
which has no other transmitters’ symbols superimposed on
it, is found. For example, let symbol xk [t] be exposed in
the signal received by RU m, and Mk ⊆ M be the index
set of the RUs that have the symbol xk [t] exposed in their
received signals. We have
ym [t + τm,k ] = hm,k xk [t] + wm [t + τm,k ] ∀m ∈ Mk .
(5)
If transmitter k has no exposed symbol in all the M received signals, we let Mk be the empty set. Then, we pick
transmitter k ∗ for decoding its symbol xk∗ [t] first, where
k ∗ ∈ arg max |Mk |.

A. GS-ZDMA for Noisy Systems

In the general case, where packet errors may occur due
to noise, the “partitioning” needs to be done online, taking
into account the packet errors. In other words, a transmitter may belong to more than one group if its packets are
detected in error in all but the last group it belongs to.
The idea is similar to that in the previous section. In the
first step, we find a maximal ZD group including transmitter 1 using Algorithm 2. Denote this group of transmitters
by R1 . Next, execute Algorithm 2 again using K \ R1 as the
input to find another maximal group. Denote this group by
R2 . Transmitters in R2 then transmit their packets in the
first time slot of the collision resolution phase. Let I ⊂ R2
be the set of transmitters whose packets are decoded correctly. Then, execute Algorithm 2 again using K \(R1 ∪ I )
as the input to find another maximal group, denoted by R3 .
This group of transmitters will then transmit in the second
time slot of the collision phase. The whole procedure is
repeated until all transmitters in K \ R1 have their packets
decoded successfully by the receiver. After that, the signals
of these transmitters are canceled out from the M signals
received in the original collision time slot. Since R1 is itself
a ZD group, decoding can be performed. If some packets
are in error, then those transmitters in R1 need to retransmit
their packets. The system enters the contention phase.
B. Decoding Algorithms

In this subsection, we present two decoding algorithms,
both of which are based on the idea of zigzag decoding. We
consider the decoding of a ZD group of K transmitters in
2828

k∈K

(6)

If there is more than one element in the above set, we choose
any one arbitrarily.
Since the transmitters form a ZD group, there is at least
one transmitter, which has an exposed symbol. Therefore,
|Mk∗ | ≥ 1. To decode xk∗ [t], MRC is applied to ym [t +
τm,k∗ ] for m ∈ Mk∗ .
After decoding xk∗ [t], it is canceled from the signal received by RU m, where m ∈ M \ Mk∗ . The cancellation is
performed by first scaling xk∗ [t] by hm,k∗ and then subtracting the resultant from the received signal ym [t + τm,k∗ ].
The pseudocode of the algorithm is given in Algorithm 3.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

Following the previous two sections, which classify the
scenarios into noiseless and noisy settings, we divide this
section into two parts. The noiseless setting is considered
in Section VI-A, while the noisy setting is considered in
Section VI-B. For both settings, we assume that τm,k is
random and uniformly distributed in [0, τmax ]. Besides, in
Section VI-C, we also perform numerical study in A2G
setting.
A. Noiseless Setting

We examine the throughput of five protocols, including
two references, namely, the classic SA and TS, and the three
protocols proposed here, as listed in Section IV.
The system parameters are set as follows: M = 8,
τmax = 8, and L = 1000. For SA and SA-ZDMA, we
investigate three different settings of the transmission
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Algorithm 3: Zigzag Decoding With the MRC Algorithm.
Input: An M × K nonnegative integer array T ,
y1 , y2 , . . . , yM each of length L + τmax , and hm,k for
all m ∈ M, k ∈ K
Output: x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x k each of length L
// Initialization
1: isStop := FALSE;
2: t := 1;
3: 1 × K row vector N := (0, 0, . . . , 0);
4: 1 × M row vector P := (0, 0, . . . , 0);
5: while isStop = FALSE do
6: for k = 1 to K do
7:
if k has no exposed symbol in all the M
received signals then
8:
Mk = ∅;
9:
else
10:
Mk is the set of RU indices that xk [t] is
exposed to;
11:
end if
12: end for
13: Find k ∗ such that k ∗ = arg maxk∈K |Mk |;
14: N[k ∗ ] = N[k ∗ ] + 1;
15: Find those elements in P indexed by Mk∗ and
increase them by 1;
16: By applying MRC to ym t + τm,k∗ for m ∈ M,
decode xk∗ [N[k ∗ ]];
17: ym t + τm,k∗ = ym t + τm,k∗ − hm,k∗ xk∗
[N[k ∗ ]] for all m = M\Mk∗ ;
18: if all P [1] , P [2] , . . . , P [M] larger than t then
19: t := t + 1;
20: end if
21: if All elements of N ≥ L then
22: isStop := TURE;
23: else
24: isStop := FALSE;
25: end if
26: end while

probability, p = 0.2, 0.5, and 0.9, which may be used under
different traffic loads. By increasing the value of K from 2
to 100 and averaging over 1000 realizations for each data
point, we obtain the throughput, as shown in Fig. 5. We
have the following observations.
1) SA and SA-ZDMA: For SA, the maximum throughput is close to 0.37. In general, the throughput first increases
with K and then decreases. It drops to almost zero when K
is large. As p decreases, the curve moves to the right and
the turnover point delayed to the right. These behaviors are
consistent with theoretical analysis [4].
For SA-ZDMA, the phenomenon is similar: As p decreases, the curve moves to the right and the turnover point
delayed to the right. Compared to SA, there are two major differences. First, the turnover point is delayed significantly. For example, when p = 0.2, the turnover point is
delayed from 8 to 50. Second, the throughput is enhanced

Fig. 5. Throughput comparison between the five protocols (M = 8 and
τmax = 8).

Fig. 6. Throughput of SA and SA-ZDMA when M = 8, K = 8, and
τmax = 8.

significantly, with the maximum throughput increased from
0.37 to around 2. The shape of the curve can be explained
as follows: When K is small, M and τmax are large enough
to ensure that those superimposed transmitters form a ZD
group with a high probability, and hence, retransmissions
are needed with a low probability. However, as K further
increases, the ZD group is difficult to form. Hence, retransmissions occur with a high probability, which reduces the
throughput. Over a large range of K values, it can be seen
that SA-ZDMA outperforms SA significantly.
Since the throughput of both SA and SA-ZDMA depends on the value of p, we plot their throughput versus
p in Fig. 6, with the setting K = M = τmax = 8. It can be
seen that the throughput of SA first increases with p until
0.2 and then gradually decreases to 0. The phenomenon for
SA-ZDMA is similar, but with a much delayed turnover
point of p and with much higher throughput.
2) TS and TS-ZDMA: In Fig. 5, for TS, the throughput first decreases with K until K = 10 and then levels
off around a throughput value of 0.5. For TS-ZDMA, the
throughput increases with K linearly until K = 10. The
reason is that, when K is small as compared with M,
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those transmitters have a high probability of forming a ZD
group, which makes the throughput increase. However, as
K further increases, the probability of forming a ZD group
decreases, leading to a lower throughput. The maximum
throughput is 4.5, which is much higher than that of TS.
3) Greedy Scheduling With ZDMA: The throughput of
GS-ZDMA increases with K until K = 6. Afterwards, for
K from 6 to 8, the throughput decreases. Finally, for K > 8,
the throughput increases again. The maximum throughput
is slightly less than 7. Its behavior can be explained as
follows.
In each time slot, GS-ZDMA can deliver at most K
packets, since there are only K transmitters. On the other
hand, the successfully transmitted packets number is also
limited to M, since there are only M RUs, which can recover
M packets by zigzag decoding. Considering the overhead
incurred by the symbol alignment, the maximum throughput of GS-ZDMA is bounded from above by
GS-ZDMA  min {K, M} × L/ (L + τmax ) .

Fig. 7. Throughput of GS-ZDMA when M = 8, τmax = 8, and K is
from 2 to 100.

(7)

When K < 5, τmax , and M are large enough to ensure those transmitters form a ZD group. Therefore, the
probability of retransmission is negligible, and hence, the
throughput is nearly maximal, as the achieved throughput is
close to the upper bound. It is clear that GS-ZDMA can reap
almost all the throughput gain by operating at this region.
When K lies between 5 and 8, τmax and M turn out to
be not large enough to ensure that those transmitters form a
ZD group. Therefore, the probability of retransmission becomes larger and the scheme is no longer optimal, as can be
seen from the big gap between the achieved throughput and
GS-ZDMA . When K = 7 or 8, the number of retransmitted
packets is small (but often nonzero). Since these retransmitted packets will still occupy one time slot, the throughput
diminishes. When K > 8, the number of packets need to be
retransmitted increases. As K increases, the chance of finding a larger size maximal ZD group for each retransmission
becomes larger, and hence, the throughput increases.
In summary, TS multiple access outperforms SA multiple access. The ZDMA increases the throughput of both
protocols. Among the three ZDMA schemes, GS-ZDMA
performs the best, while SA-ZDMA performs the worst.

Fig. 8. Throughput of GS-ZDMA when K = 8, τmax = 8, and M from
2 to 100.

B. Noisy Setting

Since GS-ZDMA performs the best in all cases, in this
subsection, we consider this scheme only and investigate
the effect of K, M, and τmax on its throughput, as plotted
in Figs. 8 and 9. The value of L is kept at 1000, hm,k ∼
C N(0, 1), and random process wm ∼ C N(0, 1). Three levels of SNR regions are considered, including high SNR
(50 dB), medium SNR (30 dB), and low SNR (10 dB). As
expected, the throughput increases monotonically with the
SNR. The throughput gap for the low and medium SNR values is significant when K ≥ 5 in Fig. 8, while the throughput gap between medium and high SNRs is negligible. It
indicates that the medium SNR is high enough to attain good
performance. Therefore, in the following comparisons, we
2830

Fig. 9. Throughput of GS-ZDMA when K = 5, M = 8, and τmax from
2 to 100.
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only make explanations for the gap between the low and
medium SNRs.
1) Effect of K: By setting M = 8, τmax = 8, and varying K from 2 to 100, we plot the throughput of GS-ZDMA
in Fig. 7. The curves are similar in shape to that in Fig. 5,
but with slightly poor performance due to noise. The gap
between the low and medium SNRs is negligible when K
is less than 4. Since K is small when compared to M,
MRC has a high probability to be applied, which makes the
throughput performance even at the low SNR to be good,
actually near optimal.
2) Effect of M: By setting K = 8, τmax = 8, and varying M from 2 to 100, we plot the throughput of GS-ZDMA
in Fig. 8. As expected, the throughput increases monotonically with M, since higher throughput can be achieved by
more RUs. When M becomes large, the curve approaches a
value close to 8, which is the maximum possible throughput
limited by K(= 8) transmitters. In general, if M is much
larger than K, a throughput close to K can be attained.
The throughput gap between the low and medium SNRs is
negligible when M is larger than 20. Similarly, when M
is significantly larger than K, MRC is applied with a high
probability and hence the gap between the two curves is
negligible.
3) Effect of τmax : By setting K = 5, M = 8, and varying τmax from 2 to 100, we plot the throughput of GS-ZDMA
in Fig. 9. It can be seen that the throughput first increases
with τmax until τmax reaches 20 and then decreases gradually.
When τmax is small, it cannot provide enough misalignment
space for those transmitters to form a ZD group. Therefore,
retransmissions are needed, which reduces the throughput.
As τmax increases, it provides enough space for those signals to be misaligned so that the transmitters are more likely
to form a ZD group. Hence, the probability of retransmission drops, thus increasing throughput. When τmax = 20,
the probability of retransmission becomes very small, and
the throughput is nearly maximal. When τmax > 20, further
increasing the value of τmax reduces throughput due to the
misalignment overhead. Different from the previous two
cases, the throughput gap between low and medium SNRs
is obvious for all the τmax values. The reason is that MRC
is affected only by the M and K values, but not by τmax .
4) Summary: When τmax and M are large in comparison with K, GS-ZDMA can achieve relatively good
throughput performance. When M or τmax is significantly
larger than K, near-maximal throughput can be achieved.
C. A2G Setting

Similar to previous subsection, we consider GS-ZDMA
only in this subsection. The flight altitude is set to be 10 km.
There are six RUs, and their deployment may refer to Fig. 1,
namely, they form a hexagon whose length of a side is 5 km
with center located at point O. We set L = 5000. There
are six aircraft, which locate within the circle centered at
point O with radius 200 km. Each location of the aircraft
is random, and arbitrary two are separated by more than
100 km to ensure safety. The channel gain between one

Fig. 10. Throughput of GS-ZDMA in A2G when transmission power is
adaptive.

Fig. 11. Throughput of GS-ZDMA in A2G when transmission power
is fixed.

aircraft and one RU contains both large-scale fading and
small-scale fading with additive Gaussian noise, and the
small-scale fading is Rayleigh.
In Figs. 10 and 11, we plot the obtained average throughput with respect to the SNR, where each point in the curve
is obtained by averaging over 1000 airplane location realizations. In the former figure, the transmission power of
each aircraft is adaptive in the sense that it counteracts the
large-scale fading. In other words, the actual SNR of an
aircraft is equal to the SNR shown in the horizontal axis
plus its path lass (in dB) to the receiver. This allows us to
focus on the small-scale effect. In the latter figure, all the
aircraft transmit at the same power, and the horizontal axis
shows the actual SNR.
Observation from these two figures shows that as SNR
increases, the achieved average throughput levels off at
around 4, which shows a significant improvement over traditional achieved throughput.
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Fig. 12. Example of two superimposed packets with noninteger
propagation delays.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
A. Conclusion

How to achieve throughput larger than 1 in a distributed
multitransmitter environment with long and heterogeneous
propagation delays is a challenging problem. In this paper, by deploying multiple geographically separated RUs
at the receiver, we propose a new multiple-access framework, named as ZDMA, which is promising in achieving
throughput larger than 1. Within this framework, we propose three new MAC protocols, including SA-ZDMA, TSZDMA, and GS-ZDMA. The first two serve as enhancement of existing SA and TS, respectively, and the third is a
fresh new protocol. A series of numerical studies in noiseless setting verify that these new protocols have significant
advantage over their counterparts, and GS-ZDMA achieves
the best throughput performance among these counterparts
and for some cases even close to the maximum throughput upper bound. In noisy setting, we also study the effect
of various factors, including the number of transmitters,
the number of RUS, and maximum propagation delay, on
the throughput of the third protocol. The complexity of
these protocols is analyzed, which is relatively low. Therefore, our protocols are easy to implement, which is another
advantage.

random noninteger delays and under additive noise environment. The solid vertical line segments within each signal
represent the separation between different modulated symbols, and the dashed vertical line segments represent the
separation of one modulated symbol into two parts due
to the superimposition of another signal, which contains a
symbol that starts at the dashed vertical line segment. In this
example, each dashed vertical line segment divides the original entire symbol into two parts, including the left and the
right part. Correspondingly, within a particular entire symbol, say xi [t], of a particular signal, we let xi [t]hv denote the
hth part in the tth symbol of x i within the vth superimposed
signal, where v ∈ {T , B}, with T and B representing the top
or the bottom superimposed signals, and h ∈ {L, R}, with
L and R representing the left or right part of a particular
entire symbol, respectively. For example, x2 [1]LT , x2 [1]LB ,
and x2 [1]RB are shown in their corresponding positions in
the figure.
We then perform the decoding in the following manner. Without loss of generality, suppose we start from the
bottom superimposed signal. First, the leftmost part that
corresponds to x2 [1]LB can be obtained by performing hard
decision. Afterwards, by substituting the obtained x2 [1]LB
into three places that correspond to x2 [1]LT , x2 [1]RT , and
x2 [1]RB , respectively, we can obtain three noisy versions of
x1 [1], namely, x1 [1]LT , x1 [1]RT , and x1 [1]LB , where x1 [1]LT is
directly obtained since it does not involve any computation
with other symbols. We then perform MRC based on the
three noisy versions of x1 [1] and then perform hard decision to obtain x1 [1]. The above process is followed by
substituting x1 [1] into other corresponding places, etc.
In summary, we perform oversampling and treat each
divided symbol as a symbol, though two divided symbols
may have distinct time durations. We then perform zigzag
decoding combined with MRC within these symbols. Detailed investigation is deferred as a future work.
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